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DETAILED ACTION

1. This action is responsive to communications: Amendment filed on 9/17/03.

2. The rejection of claims 16, 44, and 56 under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite has been withdrawn as necessitated by amendment. -

3. Claims 33-34 and 43 have been canceled. Claims 60-62 are newly added claims. Claims

2-28, 30-32, 35-42, and 44-62 are pending in the case. Claims 2, 7, 9, 13, 15, 20, 21, 24, 25, 27,

28, 30, 35, 37, 41, 48, 49, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60 are independent claims.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claims 2, 4-9, 11-12, 15-19, 24-25, 27-28, 30, 32, 35-37, 44-47, 52-57, and 60-62 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Pitkow et al. (USPN 6,457,028

Bl- filed on 09/1999) in view of Singhal (USPN 6,370,527 Bl - filed on 12/1998).

Regarding independent claims 2, 27, 30, 55, and 57, Pitkow discloses:

A computer-implemented method and computer program product for randomly walking through

a hypertext-linked document set comprising a plurality of documents, wherein at least a subset of

the documents contain a plurality of links to other documents, each document being associated
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with a host (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches web walker for linked documents), the method

comprising:

a) selecting a host; b) selecting at random a document associated with the host; c)

retrieving the selected document d) responsive to occurrence of a random event: d.l) selecting at

random a link in the retrieved document; d.2) selecting at random a document associated with the

host; and d.3) retrieving the selected document (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches a web

walker that automatically follows links on a document and collects the linked documents; the

document collection could be a randomly selected collection of documents and on col. 10, lines

15-31: teaches the collection may be gathered through a "web crawl" where linked pages are

obtained, or through a query to one or more search engines; the document collection is identified

based on the URL address (host));

e) responsive to non-occurrence of the random event: e.l) selecting at random a link in

the retrieved document; and e.2) retrieving a document referenced by the selected link; and f)

and f) repeating d) and e) until a predetermined condition is met (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 49-62

and col. 10, lines 15-31 : teaches a collection of linked documents can be randomly selected and

can be gathered through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained or through a query to

one or more search engines; until a list ofweb sites along with indicators of corresponding web

pages are obtained).

However, Pitkow does not explicitly disclose "selecting at random a host from among the

previously selected hosts".

Singhal on col. 1, lines 30-62 and col. 7, lines 21-30: teaches submitting a query among a

plurality of search engine devices and selecting search engine device for retrieval of sources.
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It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide selecting search engine

device from a plurality of search engine devices for the retrieval of sources, as taught by Singhal,

incorporated into the "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by Pitkow, in order to

allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network without having to

repeatly reenter their search query.

Regarding dependent claims 4 and 32, Pitkow discloses:

wherein the document set is the World Wide Web, and wherein each document is a web

page (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 15-31 : teaches document collection can be a particular web site, a

set ofweb sites, or event the entire Web itself).

Regarding dependent claim 5, Pitkow discloses:

wherein each host corresponds to a domain (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 15-31 : teaches

website found in URL address "www.companyabc.com" (domain)).

Regarding dependent claim 6, Pitkow discloses:

performing a second two-level random walk through the hypertext-linked document set

(Pitkow on col. 7, lines 15-31 and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a "web walker" and randomly

selecting and collecting linked documents; the collection may be gathered based on sampling of

web pages, through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or through a query to one or

more search engines; a list ofweb sites is obtained and further processing of ranking in-links of

the list ofweb pages or web sites is performed).

Pitkow does disclose "a second two-level random walk" on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches

web walker is used for following links and collecting linked documents which these documents
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can be randomly selected; another process is performed by determining the frequency of linkage

for each document within the document collection and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a query to

one or more search engines, in other words, each search engine such as a "web crawl" can

obtained linked pages and can request other search engine to obtain more linked pages (as a

second random walk).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Pitkow to provide a way for randomly selecting linked

documents to create a document collection incorporated into a search engine to contain the

document collection for other search engines to query to obtain more linked pages which will aid

the user in finding the desired information.

Regarding independent claims 7 and 35, Pitkow discloses:

A computer-implemented method for randomly walking through a hypertext-linked document set

comprising a plurality of documents, wherein at least a subset of the documents contain a

plurality of links to other documents, each document being associated with a host (Pitkow on col.

7, lines 49-62: teaches web walker for linked documents), the method comprising:

b) initializing a document set for each host in the host set; d) selecting at random a

document from the document set of the selected host; e) responsive to the selected document

containing at least one link: e.l) selecting at random a link from the selected document; e.2)

selecting a document corresponding to the selected link e.3) selecting a host corresponding to the

selected document (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches a web walker that automatically

follows links on a document (for the selection at random a link) and collects the linked

documents; the document collection (document set) could be a randomly selected collection of
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documents (selected documents) and on col. 10, lines 15-31: teaches the collection may be

gathered through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or through a query to one or

more search engines; each search engine can have a document collection or a list ofweb pages or

web sites for other search engines to perform queries).

However, Pitkow does not explicitly disclose "a) initializing a host set; c) selecting at

random a host from the host set; e.4) adding the selected host to the host set; e.5) adding the

selected document to the document set of the selected host".

Singhal discloses "a) initializing a host set" on col. 1, lines 30-62: teaches plurality of

search engine devices; "c) selecting at random a host from the host set" on col. 1, lines 30-32 and

col. 7, lines 21-30: teaches submitting a query among a plurality of search engine devices (host

set) and selecting search engine device for retrieval of sources; "e.4) adding the selected host to

the host set" on col. 2, lines 18-27: teaches a number of search engines that found the same

source can be added based on availability; "e.5) adding the selected document to the document

set of the selected host" on col. 4, lines 1-17: teaches source such as web page or document can

be found by the search engine device and added in search result).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide selecting search engine

device from a plurality of search engine devices (host set) for the retrieval of sources, as taught

by Singhal, incorporated into the "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by

Pitkow, in order to allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network

without having to repeatly reenter their search query.

Regarding dependent claims 8 and 36, Singhal discloses:
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is performed responsive to the selected host not being in the host set; and is performed

responsive to the selected document not being in the document set of the selected host (Singhal

col. 2, lines 18-27: teaches number of search engines can be selected or not selected based on

availability and if being able to fine the requested source (document)).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide selecting search engine

device from a plurality of search engine devices for the retrieval of sources, as taught by Singhal,

incorporated into the "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by Pitkow, in order to

allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network without having to

repeatly reenter their search query.

Regarding independent claims 9 and 37, Singhal discloses:

A computer-implemented method for randomly walking through a hypertext-linked document set

comprising a plurality of documents, wherein at least a subset of the documents contain a

plurality of links to other documents, each document being associated with a host (Pitkow on col.

7, lines 49-62: teaches web walker for Jinked documents), the method comprising:

b) initializing a document set for each host in the host set; d) selecting at random a

document from the document set of the selected host; e) responsive to non-occurrence of the

random event, and further responsive to the selected document containing at least one link: e.l)

selecting at random a link from the selected document; e.2) selecting a document corresponding

to the selected link e.3) selecting a host corresponding to the selected document (Pitkow on col.

7, lines 49-62 and col. 10, lines 15-31: teaches a collection of linked documents (document set)

can be randomly selected (selecting at random a document) and can be gathered through a "web
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crawl" where linked pages are obtained or through a query to one or more search engines; until a

list ofweb sites along with indicators of corresponding web pages are obtained; in other words,

the document can be selected among one or more search engines containing a gathered document

collection or a list ofweb pages or web sites).

Singhal discloses "a) initializing a host set" on col. 1, lines 30-62: teaches plurality of

search engine devices; "c) selecting at random a host from the host set" on col. 1 5 lines 30-32 and

col. 7, lines 21-30: teaches submitting a query among a plurality of search engine devices (host

set) and selecting search engine device for retrieval of sources; "e.4) adding the selected host to

the host set" on col. 2, lines 18-27: teaches a number of search engines that found the same

source can be added based on availability; "e.5) adding the selected document to the document

set of the selected host" on col. 4, lines 1-17: teaches source such as web page or document can

be found by the search engine device and added in search result).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide selecting search engine

device from a plurality of search engine devices (host set) for the retrieval of sources, as taught

by Singhal, incorporated into the "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by

Pitkow, in order to allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network

without having to repeatly reenter their search query. \

Regarding dependent claims 11 and 39, Pitkow discloses:

wherein the document set is the World Wide Web, and wherein each document is a web

page (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 15-31: teaches document collection can be a particular web site, a

set ofweb sites, or event the entire Web itself).
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Regarding dependent claims 12 and 40, Pitkow discloses:

wherein each host corresponds to a domain (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 15-31: teaches

website found in URL address "www.companyabc.com" (domain)).

Regarding independent claim 15, Pitkow discloses:

A computer-implemented method for measuring relative quality of a search engine index

(Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-60: teaches analyzing citation index for each web page within a web

site), comprising:

a) performing a two-level random walk among documents within a document set; a.l)

selecting a host
; a.2) selecting at random a document associated with the host; a.3) retrieving the

selected document; a.3.1) responsive to occurrence of a random event; a.3. 1.2) retrieving the

selected document (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 15-31 and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a "web

walker" and randomly selecting and collecting linked documents (selecting at random a

document); the collection may be gathered based on sampling ofweb pages, through a "web

crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or through a query to one or more search engines

(selecting a host); a list ofweb sites is obtained and further processing of ranking in-links of the

list ofweb pages or web sites is performed (two-level random walk));

a.3.2) responsive to non-occurrence of the random event:a.4) selecting at random a link in

the retrieved document; and a.5) retrieving a document referenced by the selected link (Pitkow

on col. 7, lines 49-62 and col. 10, lines 15-31: teaches a collection of linked documents can be

randomly selected and can be gathered through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained

or through a query to one or more search engines; until a list ofweb sites along with indicators of

corresponding web pages are obtained);
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b) for each document encountered in the random walk, determining whether the

document is indexed by the search engine index (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-60: teaches

constructing and analyzing citation index for each web page; a citation index is a listing of all the

links contained in the page; wherein for each pair ofweb sites would reveal the number of times

each of the sites are both cited by the same page and the same site); and c) aggregating the

results of b) (Pitkow on col. 11, lines 10-15: teaches aggregate all the links to a "destination"

web site).

Pitkow does disclose "a second two-level random walk" on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches

web walker is used for following links and collecting linked documents which these documents

can be randomly selected; another process is performed by determining the frequency of linkage

for each document within the document collection and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a query to

one or more search engines, in other words, each search engine such as a "web crawl" can

obtained linked pages and can request other search engine to obtain more linked pages (as a

second random walk).

However, Pitkow does not explicitly disclose "selecting at random a host from among the

previously selected hosts".

Singhal on col. 1, lines 30-62 and col. 7, lines 21-30: teaches submitting a query among a

plurality of search engine devices and selecting search engine device for retrieval of sources.

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide selecting search engine

device from a plurality of search engine devices for the retrieval of sources, as taught by Singhal,

incorporated into the "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by Pitkow, in order to
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allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network without having to

repeatly reenter their search query.

Regarding dependent claims 16 and 44, the limitations of claims 16 and 44 are similar to those

in rejecting claim 7 and are rejected under the same rationale.

Regarding dependent claims 17 and 45, the limitations of claims 17 and 45 are similar to those

in rejecting claim 8 and are rejected under the same rationale.

Regarding dependent claims 18 and 46, Singhal discloses:

wherein each document contains a plurality of words, and wherein b) comprises, for each

document encountered in the random walk: b.l) selecting at least one word from the document;

b.2) performing a query on the search engine index based on the selected at least one word, to

obtain search results; and b.3) determining whether the document is included in the obtained

search results (Singhal on col. 2, lines 42-48: teaches search terms (words) found in resources

(document) for a query to performed by the search engine; weighting the results obtained from

the search engines).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide a plurality of search terms

(words) for performing a query by the search engine devices, as taught by Singhal, incorporated

into the search engine "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by Pitkow, in order

to allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network without having to

repeatly reenter their search query.

Regarding dependent claims 19 and 47, Singhal discloses:
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wherein b.l) comprises selecting at least one word based on rarity (Singhal on col. 2,

lines 42-48: teaches search terms (words) found in resources (document) and ranking the

occurrence of search terms (determine if term occurs more than once)).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide a plurality of search terms

(words) for performing a query by the search engine devices, as taught by Singhal, incorporated

into the search engine "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by Pitkow, in order

to allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network without having to

repeatly reenter their search query.

Regarding independent claims 24 and 52, Pitkow discloses:

A computer-implemented method for measuring relative quality of a target document in a

document set comprising a plurality of documents, wherein at least a subset of the documents

contain a plurality of links to other documents, wherein each document is associated with a host

(Pitkow on col 10, lines 54-60: teaches analyzing citation index for each web page within a web

site (document collection)), the method comprising:

a) performing a two-level random walk among documents within a document set, by: a.l)

selecting a host; a.2) selecting at random a document associated with the host
;
a.3) retrieving the

selected document; a.4) responsive to occurrence of a random event: a.4.2) selecting at random a

document associated with the host; and a.4.3) retrieving the selected document (Pitkow on col.

7, lines 15-31 and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a "web walker" and randomly selecting and

collecting linked documents (selecting at random a document); the collection may be gathered

based on sampling ofweb pages, through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or
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through a query to one or more search engines (selecting a host); a list ofweb sites is obtained

and further processing of ranking in-links of the list ofweb pages or web sites is performed (two-

level random walk));

a.5) responsive to non-occurrence of the random event: a.5.1) selecting at random

a link in the retrieved document; and a.5.2) retrieving a document referenced by the selected link

(Pitkow on col. 7, lines 49-62 and col. 10, lines 15-31: teaches a collection of linked documents

can be randomly selected and can be gathered through a "web crawl" where linked pages are

obtained or through a query to one or more search engines; until a list ofweb sites along with

indicators of corresponding web pages are obtained);

b) determining a quality metric responsive to the number of documents encountered

during the two-level random walk that link to the target document (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-

60: teaches constructing and analyzing citation index for each web page; a citation index is a

listing of all the links contained in the page; wherein for each pair ofweb sites would reveal the

number of times each of the sites are both cited by the same page and the same site (determining

quality of the site with collection of documents)).

Pitkow does disclose "a second two-level random walk" on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches

web walker is used for following links and collecting linked documents which these documents

can be randomly selected; another process is performed by determining the frequency of linkage

for each document within the document collection and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a query to

one or more search engines, in other words, each search engine such as a "web crawl" can

obtained linked pages and can request other search engine to obtain more linked pages (as a

second random walk).
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However, Pitkow does not explicitly disclose "selecting at random a host from among the

previously selected hosts".

Singhal on col. 1, lines 30-62 and col. 7, lines 21-30: teaches submitting a query among a

plurality of search engine devices and selecting search engine device for retrieval of sources.

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide selecting search engine

device from a plurality of search engine devices for the retrieval of sources, as taught by Singhal,

incorporated into the "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by Pitkow, in order to

allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network without having to

repeatly reenter their search query.

Regarding independent claims 25 and 53, Pitkow discloses:

A computer-implemented method for measuring relative quality of a target document in a

document set comprising a plurality of documents, wherein at least a subset of the documents

contain a plurality of links to other documents, wherein each document is associated with a host,

(Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-60: teaches analyzing citation index for each web page within a web

site (document collection)), the method comprising:

a) performing a two-level random walk among documents within a document set, by:

initializing a document set for each host in the host set; a.4) responsive to occurrence of a

random event ((Pitkow on col. 7, lines 15-31 and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a "web walker"

and randomly selecting and collecting linked documents; the collection (document set) may be

gathered based on sampling of web pages, through a "web crawl" where linked pages are

obtained, or through a query to one or more search engines (selecting a host); a list of web sites
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is obtained and further processing of ranking in-links of the list ofweb pages or web sites is

performed (two-level random walk))

a.5) responsive to non-occurrence of the random event: a.5.1) selecting at random

a document from the document set of the selected host; a.5.2) responsive to the selected

document containing at least one link, a. 5.2.1) selecting at random a link from the selected

document; a.5.2.2) selecting a document corresponding to the selected link; and a.5.2.3) selecting

a host corresponding to the selected document (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 49-62 and col. 10, lines

15-31 : teaches a collection of linked documents can be randomly selected (selecting at random a

document) and can be gathered through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained or

through a query to one or more search engines; until a list ofweb sites along with indicators of

corresponding web pages are obtained; in other words, the document can be selected from a

plurality of search engines also containing document collections or list ofweb pages or web

sites);

b) determining a quality metric responsive to the number of documents

encountered during the two-level random walk that link to the target document (Pitkow on col.

10, lines 54-60: teaches constructing and analyzing citation index for each web page; a citation

index is a listing of all the links contained in the page; wherein for each pair ofweb sites would

reveal the number of times each of the sites are both cited by the same page and the same site

(determining quality of the site with collection of documents)).

Pitkow does disclose "a second two-level random walk" on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches

web walker is used for following links and collecting linked documents which these documents

can be randomly selected; another process is performed by determining the frequency of linkage
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for each document within the document collection and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a query to

one or more search engines, in other words, each search engine such as a "web crawl" can

obtained linked pages and can request other search engine to obtain more linked pages (as a

second random walk).

However, Pitkow does not explicitly disclose "selecting at random a host from among the

previously selected hosts"; "a) initializing a host set; c) selecting at random a host from the host

set; e.4) adding the selected host to the host set; e.5) adding the selected document to the

document set of the selected host".

Singhal does disclose "selecting at random a host from among the previously selected

hosts " on col. 1, lines 30-62 and col. 7, lines 21-30: teaches submitting a query among a

plurality of search engine devices and selecting search engine device for retrieval of sources; "a)

initializing a host set" on col. 1, lines 30-62: teaches plurality of search engine devices; "c)

selecting at random a host from the host set" on col. 1, lines 30-32 and col. 7, lines 21-30:

teaches submitting a query among a plurality of search engine devices (host set) and selecting

search engine device for retrieval of sources; "e.4) adding the selected host to the host set" on

col. 2, lines 18-27: teaches a number of search engines that found the same source can be added

based on availability; "e.5) adding the selected document to the document set of the selected

host" on col. 4, lines 1-17: teaches source such as web page or document can be found by the

search engine device and added in search result).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Singhal into Pitkow to provide selecting search engine

device from a plurality of search engine devices (host set) for the retrieval of sources, as taught
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by Singhal, incorporated into the "web crawl" or one or more search engines, as taught by

Pitkow, in order to allow a user to search all of the available portions of a distributed network

without having to repeatly reenter their search query.

Regarding claims 28 and 56, the limitations of claims 28 and 56 are similar to those in rejecting

claim 25 and are rejected under the same rationale.

Regarding claims 60-62, the limitations of claims 60-62 are similar to those in rejecting claims

7, 9, 16, 25, 28, 35, 37, 41, 44, 53, 56, and 58 and are rejected under the same rationale.

6. Claims 3, 10, 31, and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Pitkow and Singhal, as applied to claims 2, 4-9, 11-12, 15-19, 24-25, 27-28, 30, 32-37,

43-47, and 52-57 above, and in further view of Page (USPN 6,285,999 Bl - filed on 1/1998).

Regarding dependent claims 3, 10, 31, and 38, Pitkow and Singhal disclose the invention

substantially as claimed as described supra. However, Pitkow and Singhal do not explicitly

disclose "a generated random number falling within the predetermined range".

Page does disclose "generated random number falling within the predetermined range"

on col. 5, lines 21-59 and col. 6, lines 12-60: teaches pages with no links cause some

complication by adding huge amounts to the "random jump factor" during the ranking process,

in other words, the "random jump factor" is a factor of the number ofjumps from one link of a

document to another link.

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Page into Pitkow and Singhal to provide a way to

determine the random jump factor during ranking process, as taught by Page, incorporated into
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the ranking process of Pitkow and Singhal in order for the ranking method to provide superior

results.

7. Claims 13-14, 20-22, 26, 41-42, 48-50, 54, and 58-59 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over Pitkow et al. (USPN 6,457,028 Bl- filed on 09/1999).

Regarding independent claims 13, 41, and 58, Pitkow discloses:

A computer-implemented method for measuring relative quality of a search engine index

(Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-60: teaches analyzing citation index for each web page within a web

site (document collection)), comprising:

a) performing a two-level random walk among documents within a document set (Pitkow

on col. 7, lines 15-31 and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a "web walker" and randomly selecting

and collecting linked documents; the collection may be gathered based on sampling of web

pages, through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or through a query to one or

more search engines; a list ofweb sites is obtained and further processing of ranking in-links of

the list ofweb pages or web sites is performed);

b) for each document encountered in the random walk, determining whether the

document is indexed by the search engine index (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-60: teaches

constructing and analyzing citation index for each web page; a citation index is a listing of all the

links contained in the page; wherein for each pair ofweb sites would reveal the number of times

each of the sites are both cited by the same page and the same site); and c) aggregating the

results of b) (Pitkow on col. 1 1, lines 10-15: teaches aggregate all the links to a "destination"

web site).
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Pitkow does disclose "a second two-level random walk" on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches

web walker is used for following links and collecting linked documents which these documents

can be randomly selected; another process is performed by determining the frequency of linkage

for each document within the document collection and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a query to

one or more search engines, in other words, each search engine such as a "web crawl" can

obtained linked pages and can request other search engine to obtain more linked pages (as a

second random walk).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Pitkow to provide a way for randomly selecting linked

documents to create a document collection incorporated into a search engine to contain the

document collection for other search engines to query to obtain more linked pages which will aid

the user in finding the desired information.

Regarding dependent claims 14 and 42, Pitkow discloses:

a.l) selecting a host; a.2) selecting at random a document associated with the host; a. 3)

retrieving the selected document; a.4) selecting at random a link in the retrieved document

(Pitkow on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches a web walker that automatically follows links on a

document and collects the linked documents; the document collection could be a randomly

selected collection of documents and on col. 10, lines 15-31 : teaches the collection may be

gathered through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or through a query to one or

more search engines; the document collection is identified based on the URL address (host));

a. 5) retrieving a document referenced by the selected link (Pitkow on col. 7, lines 49-62

and col. 10, lines 15-31
: teaches a collection of linked documents can be randomly selected and
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can be gathered (retrieving a document) through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained

(retrieving a document) or through a query to one or more search engines; until a list ofweb sites

along with indicators of corresponding web pages are obtained).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Pitkow to provide a way for randomly selecting linked

documents to create a document collection incorporated into a search engine to contain the

document collection for other search engines to query to obtain more linked pages which will aid

the user in finding the desired information.

Regarding independent claims 20, 48, and 59, Pitkow discloses:

A computer-implemented method for measuring relative quality of a target document in a

document set (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-60: teaches analyzing citation index for each web page

within a web site (document collection)), comprising:

a) performing a two-level random walk among documents within a document set (Pitkow

on col. 7, lines 15-31 and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a "web walker" and randomly selecting

and collecting linked documents; the collection may be gathered based on sampling ofweb

pages, through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or through a query to one or

more search engines; a list ofweb sites is obtained and further processing of ranking in-links of

the list ofweb pages or web sites is performed); and

b) determining a quality metric responsive to the number of times the target document is

encountered in the random walk (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-60: teaches constructing and

analyzing citation index for each web page; a citation index is a listing of all the links contained

in the page; wherein for each pair ofweb sites would reveal the number of times each of the sites
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are both cited by the same page and the same site (determining quality of the site with collection

of documents)).

Pitkow does disclose "a second two-level random walk" on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches

web walker is used for following links and collecting linked documents which these documents

can be randomly selected; another process is performed by determining the frequency of linkage

for each document within the document collection and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a query to

one or more search engines, in other words, each search engine such as a "web crawl" can

obtained linked pages and can request other search engine to obtain more linked pages (as a

second random walk).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Pitkow to provide a way for randomly selecting linked

documents to create a document collection incorporated into a search engine to contain the

document collection for other search engines to query to obtain more linked pages which will aid

the user in finding the desired information.

Regarding independent claims 21 and 49, Pitkow discloses:

A computer-implemented method for measuring relative quality of a target document in a

document set comprising a plurality of documents, wherein at least a subset of the documents

contain a plurality of links to other documents (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-60: teaches analyzing

citation index for each web page within a web site (document collection)), the method

comprising:

a) performing a two-level random walk among documents within a document set (Pitkow

on col. 7, lines 15-31 and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a "web walker" and randomly selecting
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and collecting linked documents; the collection may be gathered based on sampling ofweb

pages, through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or through a query to one or

more search engines; a list ofweb sites is obtained and further processing of ranking in-links of

the list of web pages or web sites is performed); and

b) determining a quality metric responsive to the number of documents encountered

during the two-level random walk that link to the target document (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 54-

60: teaches constructing and analyzing citation index for each web page; a citation index is a

listing of all the links contained in the page; wherein for each pair of web sites would reveal the

number of times each of the sites are both cited by the same page and the same site (determining

quality of the site with collection of documents)).

Pitkow does disclose "a second two-level random walk" on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches

web walker is used for following links and collecting linked documents which these documents

can be randomly selected; another process is performed by determining the frequency of linkage

for each document within the document collection and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a query to

one or more search engines, in other words, each search engine such as a "web crawl" can

obtained linked pages and can request other search engine to obtain more linked pages (as a

second random walk).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Pitkow to provide a way for randomly selecting linked

documents to create a document collection incorporated into a search engine to contain the

document collection for other search engines to query to obtain more linked pages which will aid

the user in finding the desired information.
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Regarding dependent claims 22 and 50, Pitkow discloses:

wherein b) comprises determining a quality metric responsive to the number of

documents that link to the target document, and responsive to the quality metric of the linking

documents (Pitkow on col. 10, lines 32-60 and col. 11, lines 10-15: determining "in-link"

frequency of a plurality of web pages).

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Pitkow to provide a way for randomly selecting linked

documents to create a document collection incorporated into a search engine to contain the

document collection for other search engines to query to obtain more linked pages which will aid

the user in finding the desired information.

8. Claims 23 and 51 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Pitkow, as applied to claims 13-14, 20-22, 26, 41-42, 48-50, 54, and 58-59 above, in view of

Page (USPN 6,285,999 Bl - filed on 1/1998).

Regarding dependent claims 23 and 51, Pitkow discloses the invention substantially as

claimed as described supra. However, Pitkow does not explicitly disclose "wherein b)

comprises determining a value for: R(p)=d/T+(l-d)2 R(pi)/C(pi) where: R(p) is the PageRank of

target document p; R(pi) is the PageRank of document pi; T is the total number of documents in

the document set; d is a damping factor such that 0 < d < 1; documents pi, , pk each contain at

least one link to target document p; and C(p) is the number of links out of document p".
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Page on col. 6, lines 12-60 and col. 7, lines 56-64: teaches ranking of a each document in a

database containing plurality of linked documents; determining the damping factor; and

determining documents containing forward links to determine a value.

It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have modified Page into Pitkow to provide a way to rank each document

in a database of a plurality of documents; determine damping factor; and determine documents

containing forward links to determine a value, as taught by Page, incorporated into the ranking

process ofPitkow in order for the ranking method to provide superior results.

Response to Arguments

9. Applicant's arguments filed 9/17/03 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

Regarding Applicant's remarks on page 29, last paragraph - page 30, 3
rd

paragraph:

Referring to claim 2, Pitkow does disclose "selecting at random a link in the retrieved

document", on col. 7, lines 49-62: teaches a web walker that automatically follows links on a

document and collects the linked documents; the document collection could be a randomly

selected collection of documents, in other words, the web walker can check the links on the

retrieved document and can randomly select and collect the linked documents of the retrieved

document.

Pitkow does disclose "responsive to non-occurrence of the random event, selecting at

random a link in the retrieved document" and "retrieving a document referenced by the selected
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link, until a predetermined condition is met", on col. 7, lines 49-62 and col. 10, lines 15-31:

teaches a collection of linked documents can be randomly selected and can be gathered through a

"web crawl" where linked pages are obtained or through a query to one or more search engines;

until a list ofweb sites along with indicators of corresponding web pages are obtained.

Regarding Applicant's remarks of claims 7, 9, 15, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 35, 37, 52, 53, 55,

56, and 57 are not persuasive based upon the reasons provided above regarding claim 2.

Therefore, the rejection of claims 7, 9, 15, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 35, 37, 52, 53, 55, 56, and 57 is

maintained.

Regarding Applicant's remarks on page 31, last paragraph:

Referring to claim 13, Pitkow does disclose "performing a two-level random walking" on

col. 7, lines 15-31 and on col. 10, lines 15-60: teaches a "web walker" and randomly selecting

and collecting linked documents; the collection may be gathered based on sampling ofweb

pages, through a "web crawl" where linked pages are obtained, or through a query to one or

more search engines; a list ofweb sites is obtained and further processing of ranking in-links of

the list ofweb pages or web sites is performed, in other words, for each randomly selected

document within the collection of documents, the "web walker" can determine the frequency of

linkage (i.e. the number of times it is linked to by another document in the collection) of the

selected document.
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Regarding Applicant's remarks of claims 20, 21, 41, 48, 49, and 59 are not persuasive

based upon the reasons provided above regarding claims 2 and 13. Therefore, the rejection of

claims 20, 21, 41, 48, 49, and 59 is maintained.

Regarding Applicant's remarks on page 40, last paragraph:

Referring to claim 58, Pitkow does disclose "for each document encountered in the

random walk, determining whether the document is indexed by the search engine index", on col.

10, lines 54-60: teaches constructing and analyzing citation index for each web page; a citation

index is a listing of all the links contained in the page; wherein for each pair ofweb sites would

reveal the number of times each of the sites are both cited by the same page and the same site.

Furthermore, Pitkow on col. 10, lines 15-49 discloses the collection of linked pages can be also

obtained through a query to one or more search engines; on col. 1, lines 30-50 and col. 2, lines

47-60 teaches it is known that search engines can create a ranked list of documents.

Conclusion

10. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37
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CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing

date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Almari Yuan whose telephone number is 703-305-5945. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mondays - Fridays (8:30am - 5:00pm).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Joseph Feild, can be reached on 703-305-9792. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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